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Introduction
1. This is EHLibDems’ response to LGBC’s invitation to put forward recommendations on future
ward sizes. It takes into consideration the recommendations implemented following LGBC’s
review of ward boundaries in 2000. These set a precedent for single-member wards which,
regrettably, was not implemented throughout the whole district at the time.
2. Although we accept EHDC’s 2017 electoral figures, we do not believe the forward projections
accurately reflect the growth in housing development that is currently being undertaken and
should be completed by 2023. We have therefore plotted these developments on our Connect
maps based on earlier registers figures provided by EHDC. These have been used forecast the
more likely growth in the electorate on completion of these developments and then
appropriate adjustments made to ward boundaries.
Views
3. We are not certain that the policy of retaining the existing 44 seats is sustainable without major
restructuring of some ward boundaries. The growth in population in Four Marks and Medstead
and current housing developments in Whitehill and Bordon and Liphook would indicate the
need for more wards if existing, sustainable communities are to be maintained.
4. Housing constraints in rural communities, particularly those in the National Park, means that
they cannot match the population growth in more urban communities. The average ward size
therefore needs to be set near the ceiling for these rural communities at about 2,200.
5. Our main concern revolves around the inequality that exists with multi-member wards. We
believe it to be undemocratic, as it favours the biggest party at the expense of smaller ones
and independent candidates: it discourages participation in local elections. In short, it creates
apathy and helps create a one party council, which cannot be good for democracy.
6. Our submission therefore focuses on improving electoral equality through the introduction of

single-member wards. We believe that these would:
a. Enable all parties to compete equally on a level playing field thereby making it easier for
independent candidates to stand.
b. Offer a direct and accountable link between the electorate and their councillor.
c. Give the community confidence that differing views will be represented fairly on their behalf.
d. Encourage more residents to engage in the democratic process rather than leaving them feeling left
out and therefore not voting.
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Submission and Supporting Enclosures

7. Since we have focused more on rectifying inequalities we have provided four supporting
enclosures, each produced by the local Lib Dem team: Liphook (3-member ward) and the four
2-member wards in: Headley; Liss; Clanfield & Finchdean and Four Marks & Medstead.
8. Enclosure 1 covers Liphook, Headley and Grayshott. It recommends:
a. Little change to Grayshott, which has an approved housing development at Applegarth
Farm bringing it to above 2,200 electors by 2013.
b. Headley be split into two single-member wards: Headley and Headley Down, with the
boundary moved more towards Headley Down. This small boundary change will produce
two evenly balanced wards of just over 2,200. We would, however, endorse EHDC’s
recommendation to resolve the Grayshott Laurels in Lindford split ward: Lindford/Headley
and placing it all in Lindford
c. Liphook be split into three or four single-member wards. This offers an evenly balanced
split which take into account housing developments, currently under construction, that are
likely to be finished by 2023. It also shows where approved SHLAA sites are located in each
ward. In the three single-member ward option it projects an average electorate of 2,620,
17% above the proposed average. We have therefore recommended an alternative four
single-ward proposal at just under 2,000 with room for further anticipated growth as the
SHLAA sites are developed.
9. Enclosure 2 splits Liss quite easily into two evenly balanced wards taking into account the extra
housing proposed in the Liss Neighbourhood Development Plan.
10. Enclosure 3 proposes that with the current housing growth in Clanfield it no longer needs the
addition of Finchdean to support its current 2-member ward. It recommends that:
a. Finchdean, which has its own parish council, be incorporated with Rowlands Castle in a new
ward so that its parish boundary is respected.
b. Clanfield is split into two single-member wards giving both over 2,300 electors.
11. Enclosure 4 (to follow) will provide justification for splitting Four Marks and Medstead into two
single-member wards with probably the inclusion of one more. The variance in its electorate
already exceeds the current average by +30%, and there are several housing developments
taking place. Furthermore, both settlements contain numerous approved SHLAA sites. We
would therefore recommend that Four Marks and Medstead be split into at least 2-single
wards, possibly three in line with the arguments put forward on Liphook in Paragraph 8c above
and in Enclosure 1. [Holiday commitments preclude the inclusion of Enclosure 4 at this time.]
Conclusion
12. We firmly believe that, as town councils clearly did when they set the precedent by demanding
single-member wards in 2000, the public will endorse these recommendations. Indeed, the
Bramshott and Liphook Parish Council did just that last Monday evening. Whilst we have
provided maps showing on how the wards could be split, these are purely guides. In making
these recommendations we hope to create a closer bond between councillors and their
electorate, restore public confidence in local democracy and encourage a wider range of
candidates to stand for public office. Only then will people become more involved and vote.

Trevor Maroney
Vice Chairman
East Hampshire Liberal Democrats
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ENCLOSURE 1
WARD BOUNDARY REVIEW 2017
LIPHOOK, HEADLEY & GRAYSHOTT DIVISION
LIBERAL DEMOCRATS’ COMMENTS
Background
1. Three-Councillor Ward. During local elections and research on the Bramshott and Liphook Parish Plan we
became aware that a number of residents refused to vote in elections as, in their view, the “Tories always
win.” Their main concern related to the current 3-councillor ward where each resident had 3, rather than
one, vote. This clearly favoured the biggest party. Further research was therefore conducted into the Local
Boundary Commission’s (LBC’s) recommendations on ward boundaries in 2000. A brief report was written
and recorded under Other Topics in Section 21. This two page document is enclosed. However, in
accordance with the Steering Group’s remit that the Plan should be non-political this sub-section was
excluded from the final Parish Plan. It has been included in this paper to provide useful background
information.
2. Constituency Position. Within the constituency there are currently one 3 and four 2-councillor wards
remaining following the LBC’s review in 2000. These are: Bramshott & Liphook, Clanfield & Finchdean, Four
Marks and Medstead, Headley and Liss. Unsurprisingly, due to the first past the post electoral system, these
all elect Conservative district councillors. The Liberal Democrats believe that multi-councillor wards clearly
favour the biggest party. The current position of “one party rule” on the district council cannot be good for
the electorate or democracy.
Aim
3. The aim is to comment on the Boundary Commission’s proposals for ward boundary changes, to argue for
single councillor wards to make it a fairer and more democratic local electoral system throughout the
district, and to make recommendations on new ward boundaries Liphook, Headley and Grayshott.
Data Submitted by EHDC
4. Existing Electoral Data. EHDC has provided its analysis of the 2017 electoral register and its projections for
2023 by each ward in East Hampshire, including multi-councillor wards. The figures are also grouped
together by polling station. EHDC has set the average number of electors per councillor to be 2,242 by 2023
based upon the number of district seats remaining at 44. With the current rate of house building and
approved planning applications we would question the accuracy of these projections.
5. Data used. Whilst we accept EHDC’s 2017 voter registration figures we do question their 2023 projections
for Bramshott and Liphook. We have therefore produced our own analysis using our Connect software. It
contains an earlier version of EHDC’s electoral register and therefore has slightly lower 2017 figures.
However it has enabled us to graphically plot each ward and split up multi-councillor wards fairly. It has
also enabled us to plot current building developments and approved Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) sites.
Single-Councillor Wards
6. Benefits. To be more democratic and seen as fair we believe that there is a need for single-councillor wards.
We are very surprised that it wasn’t implemented throughout the constituency in 2000 when all the towns
demanded it, against EHDC’s recommendations we might add. We believe that single wards will:
a. Enable all parties to compete equally on a level playing field thereby making it easier for independent
candidates to stand.
b. Offer a direct and accountable link between the electorate and their councillor.
c. Give the community confidence that differing views will be represented fairly on their behalf.
d. Encourage more residents to engage in the democratic process rather than leaving them feeling left
out and therefore not voting.
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7. Options Considered. To help the Boundary Commission in its deliberations and expedite matters we offer
up some options on how Liphook and Headley could be split into single-councillor wards. We have given
the reasons for these proposals. Wherever possible, we have retained the external boundaries of the multicouncillor wards, and the existing 44 district seats. Where we feel it needs to change we have offered an
alternative ward configuration. These changes are supported by maps (at Annex A to C) and tables showing
the likely electorate in 2023 in each of the proposed single wards.
Bramshott & Liphook
8. New Housing Developments. Currently there are 3 major housing developments being built: Silent Garden
(128 dwellings), Lowsley Farm (355) and Bramshott Place (40 plus a 60 bed nursing home). Our Connect
map is also missing a recently completed, small development at Orchard Farm Close, Longmoor Road of 11
houses. In addition there are several SHLAA sites within Liphook that could be developed during this period.
9. Population Projections. EHDC forecast an electorate for the parish of 7,486 by 2023. We believe that with
the above, building figures the electorate will be nearer 7,800 to 8,000, the equivalent of 3½ councillor
wards using EHDC’s average target of 2,240. With this in mind, we have looked at the implications of having
3 and 4 single wards.
10. Three Single Wards. A map showing the current ward split into 3 single wards is at Annex A. Each ward
includes both urban and rural areas and they all meet in the centre of the village. Each is divided along a
main road or railway line, the exception being the Canadian estate which differs markedly with those lining
the Haslemere Road. The dividing line is the backs of houses with no vehicular access. The following table
shows the likely electorate in each by 2023:
Developments

Bramshott
Electors

Liphook East

Homes

Electors

Connect 2017 (Map)

1,902

1,001

Orchard Farm Close

18

11

Lowsley Farm

620

330

Bramshott Place

140

41

Liphook South

Homes

2,501

Electors

1,316

Silent Garden
TOTAL

2,680

1,383

2,501

1,316

Homes

2,338

1,212

240

128

2,578

1,340

11. Four Single Wards. A map showing the current ward split into 4 single wards is at Annex B. This option
reduces the number of electorate in each ward but allows for potential further housing growth which is
highly likely from 2023 onwards due to the identified and approved SHLAA sites. The likely electorate in
each ward would be:
Developments

Connect 2017 (Map)

Bramshott

Liphook North

Homes

Electors

Homes

Electors

Homes

Electors

Homes

1,744

869

1,278

691

2,010

1,046

1,709

923

18

11

620

330

240

128

1,949

1,051

Lowsley Farm
140

41

Silent Garden
TOTAL

Liphook South

Electors

Orchard Farm Close

Bramshott Place

Liphook East

1,884

910

1,916

2

1,032

2,010

1,045

Grayshott
12. Single Ward. Connect currently shows an electorate of 1,940 and 1,039 homes. The Fairground travellers
site has been expanded to accommodate more families however many are not on the register, this may
change. Grayshott does have an approved housing development at Applegarth Farm for 80 homes, which
could equate to a further 160 voters and 9 flats are being built on Headley Road adding a further potential
14 voters. These figures will increase Grayshott’s electorate to about 2,212, close to the average proposed
by EHDC.
Headley
13. Current Electorate. At present Headley elects 2 councillors in its ward, however they are reasonably divided
into two distinct entities: Headley (2,103 electors on Connect) and Headley Down (2,399), very little
different from EHDC’s figures. Therefore using the map, at Annex C, downloaded from Connect, we have
tried to create a more equal balance by encompassing all of Pond Road and part of Beech Hill within
Headley. This splits more evenly the current electorate at 2,230 and 2,245 in Headley and Headley Down
respectively. These figures are very close to EHDC’s current total.
14. Projections. As far as we are aware there are no significant proposed housing developments pending. We
therefore agree with EHDC’s projected growth in the electorate of under 100 by 2023.
Conclusions
15. We believe that Bramshott and Liphook should have been granted single wards during LBC’s boundary
review in 2000 when town councils set the precedent.
16. Single ward status should apply equally to all existing multi-councillor wards within the constituency.
17. EHDC’s position of retaining 44 district seats and, at the same time, achieving an average of 2,242 electors
per councillor within +/- 10% throughout the constituency is unachievable within existing ward boundaries.
18. We question the accuracy of EHDC’s electorate projections for 2023 when compared against the housing
developments currently being built in Bramshott and Liphook.
19. Single wards would enhance the chances off an independent candidates standing in elections, improve
accountability, be seen as fairer, inspire confidence and encourage more residents to engage in the
democratic process.
20. We believe that the projected electorate figures for Bramshott and Liphook will exceed 7,800 - equivalent
to 3½ councillors wards - by 2023.
21. If Bramshott and Liphook retains its 3 seats it will need to transfer electors to neighbouring wards.
Conversely, as it is a parish clearly ear marked for housing growth, it could be split in 4 single wards with
initially a reduced electorate averaging just under 2,000.
22. Grayshott’s electorate will grow to over 2,200 when the Applegarth development is completed.
23. The existing 2-councillor ward of Headley should be split into two single wards: Headley and Headley Down.
It would only need a slight change to the boundary to make them equal in size.
Recommendations
24. Within Liphook, Headley and Grayshott it is recommended that:
a. Liphook be split into 4 single-councillor wards with boundaries based upon those shown in the map at
Annex B. These to be named: Bramshott, Liphook North, Liphook East and Liphook South.
b. Headley be split into 2 single-councillor wards based upon the villages of Headley and Headley Down
with the boundary between them moved slightly towards the latter as shown in the map at Annex C.
c. Grayshott’s existing boundary to remain in the same position.
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d. All existing multi-councillors wards within the constituency should become single-councillor wards.

Trevor Maroney
12th July 2017
Enclosure:
1. Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan Unpublished part of Section 21 – Local Electoral System.
Annex:
A. Bramshott & Liphook split into 3 single-councillor wards.
B. Bramshott & Liphook split into 4 single-councillor wards.
C. Headley split into 2 single-councillor wards.
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OTHER TOPICS (V1.4)
Local Electoral System
Background
21.1. Issue. Parishioners have expressed concern over the present electoral system whereby the
residents in Bramshott & Liphook elect 3 district councillors to one ward. The three-member
ward principle means that 3 candidates who could all live in one part of the ward and/or
belong to one political party could be elected. This appears unrepresentative of the
electorate as a whole. There is a view that the parish should be split into 3 distinct wards
with the electorate only being allowed to vote for a single candidate. There is also some
merit in 3 single wards electing 4 parish councillors each rather than the present 12 for one
ward. The benefit would be a closer and more personal link between those elected and the
communities they represent.
21.2. Original Wards in 2000. The distribution of District Council seats was last reviewed by the
Local Government Boundary Commission in 2000 1 . At that time there were 42 existing
district councillors elected in 31 wards. These consisted of 2 three-member wards: Whitehill
(Whitehill & Bordon) and Bramshott & Liphook; 7 two-member wards: Alton NE, Alton SW
& Beech, Clanfield & Buriton, Headley, Liss, Petersfield St Marys and Petersfield St Peters,
and all the rest were single wards.
21.3. Current Wards from 2004. The Commission’s final recommendation resulted in 44 district
councillors (2 extra) being elected in 38 wards; during the consultant phases all the seats in
Alton, Petersfield and Whitehill were split into single wards leaving Bramshott & Liphook as
the only one with a three-member ward and 4 two-member wards in Clanfield, Four Marks
& Medstead, Headley and Liss. The Final Recommendations are at Annex I2.
Aim
21.4. The aim of this section is to make residents aware that Bramshott & Liphook is the only
three-member ward left in the district and to pose the question: Is this fair and does it
adequately reflect the wishes of the whole electorate?
Bramshott & Liphook
21.5. EHDC’s Views. In its initial draft 2000 the Commission proposed “no change” to Bramshott
& Liphook’s three-member ward. EHDC supported this view arguing that “the area is a
distinct community served by its own shops, schools, pubs, restaurants and railway station.”
It further argued that although some of the parish is rural in nature, much development has
taken place over the last few years with more expected.
21.6. Consultations.3 The Conservative Association took the same view, with the late Councillor
Sam James stating that he believed his feelings “reflect the view of the vast majority of
parishioners.” However the Liberal Democrats objected, arguing that the Parish should be
represented by all single or a single and one two-member ward as it is a “large area and
there are distinctions between the rural (Bramshott) and the more urban (Liphook) areas.”
Councillor Crowhurst (Liberal Democrat, Petersfield) stated that Bramshott & Liphook had
“the right to be warded” and that the Commission’s Proposals were “quite unfair to voters.”
1
2

www.lgbce.org.uk/__documents/lgbce/all-reviews/south-east/hampshire/east-hampshire/east-hampshire_5434-5038__e__.pdf.

Reference 1 above, Figure 2 on Pages xi and xii.
3 www.lgbce.org.uk/__documents/lgbce/all-reviews/south-east/hampshire/east-hampshire/east-hampshire_5407-5011__e__.pdf Paragraphs: 116,
119, 123 & 125.

James Arbuthnot MP also objected to the “concept of a three-member ward” which he
considered unfortunate, arguing that “there is a closer link between single-member than
triple-member wards.”
21.7. Commission’s Recommendation. Having considered all the views above the Boundary
Commission accepted EHDC proposals and confirmed their draft recommendations, for
Bramshott & Liphook to remain a three-member ward, as final. A copy of these
recommendations is contained in Appendix 2 to Annex I.
Boundary Commission Review
21.8. Electoral Review. The Commission would only undertake a review at the request of the local
authority if:
·

One ward has an electorate +/- 30% from the average electorate for the authority, or

·

Thirty percent of all wards in the authority are +/- 10% from the average electorate.

It would only consider changing the warding pattern as part of an electoral review, which
would consider the number of councillors and wards for the entire authority. It would not
look at individual wards.
21.9. Statutory Criteria. The pattern of wards is determined by the statutory criteria to which the
Commission must work to which is: electoral equality, community identity and effective and
convenient local government. However, the authority being reviewed could pass a
resolution to request the Commission undertake a single-member ward review. Although
they would seek such a review it is acknowledged that it is sometimes not possible as they
must consider the warding pattern against the statutory criteria.
21.10. Position in 2012. In response to questions, the Commission acknowledges that the
December 2012 electorate data indicates that 29% of the authority’s wards varied by +/10% from the average for the authority. They are therefore currently collating the electorate
data following the annual canvass in February 2014 and will review again all electoral
imbalances, of every local authority in England, in due course.
Conclusions
21.11. Generates Apathy. The present system of one three-member ward appears result in a poor
turnout during elections.
21.12. Benefits. Single-member wards would create competition and more accurately reflect the
interests of all sections of the community.
21.13. Electoral Review. It is likely that the Boundary Commission will review the imbalance in the
EHDC wards within the near future.

ENCLOSURE 2

Suggested configuration of single member wards for Liss
Summary
An outline map is attached with a split of
Liss SW of 1,734 voters, 903 houses, Liss NE of 2,030 voters, 1057 houses.
Based on Liss Neighbourhood Development Plan which is in its final stages, results in figures of
Liss SW 1023 houses, Liss NE 1080 houses

Breakdown
The imbalance is to allow for the extra housing in the Liss Neighbourhood Development Plan which
has 5 new sites.
Four fall in the SW area.
70 houses at Andlers Ash on two sites
35 houses at Upper Green
15 houses at Brows Farm
Total 120

One falls in the NE area.
25 houses at Inwood Road

Ward 1 would include the whole of the area west of the railway line and houses on and south of
Station Road and Hill Brow Road from the Liss Village centre to Hill Brow.
Ward 2 would include the whole of the area east of the railway line excluding houses on and south
of Station Road and Hill Brow Road from the Liss Village centre to Hill Brow.

ENCLOSURE 3
Clanfield, Horndean and Rowlands Castle Parishes
Horndean and Clanfield is one suburban development with the boundary between the two unclear
to many residents. However, there are two separate parish councils and it is preferable that wards
are not split between these two parishes.
Clanfield & Finchdean
The existing Clanfield & Finchdean ward includes the parish of Clanfield (AP) and Finchdean (BY)
from Rowlands Castle Parish. At the last boundary review, purely to make up the numbers,
Finchdean was included with Clanfield. With the significant recent and projected house building in
Clanfield, it no longer needs Finchdean to support two councillors. Polling district BY should
therefore be removed from the Clanfield ward. This still leaves Clanfield as a two-member ward but
there is no logical reason why this should remain so. The arguments for single member wards have
already been made and with the parish of Horndean adjacent to Clanfield already being split into
single member wards, there is a precedent in this area. A suggestion for splitting the ward
East/West is included with this submission.
Rowlands Castle
It would be logical to include polling district BY with Rowlands Castle (BX) in a new ward so that the
parish boundary is respected. However, the size of this new ward is likely to be too large to be
viable under the terms of the review. In this instance, Rowlands Castle ward should remain on
existing boundaries and polling district BY moved to one of the redrawn Horndean wards.
Horndean
Horndean should remain as single member wards. We will comment on the boundaries of these
wards following the draft report.

ENCLOSURE 4
WARD BOUNDARY REVIEW 2017
FOUR MARKS & MEDSTEAD WARD SPLIT
LIBERAL DEMOCRATS’ COMMENTS
Background
1. Two-Councillor Ward. Four Marks & Medstead is currently a 2-member ward with a total electorate of
5,419, according to EHDC figures. This is projected to increase to 6,592, or 3,296 per councillor if the 2member ward is retained, by 2023. This is way above 2,242 average recommended by EHDC. On these
figures we can only conclude that this ward should be split into three, preferably single-member wards.
2. SHLAA sites. Surprisingly the ward has numerous approved SHLAA sites some of which have planning
permission. We have identified 3 of these but believe that there are more, for reasons which will become
clear later. We have therefore plotted the approved sites along with those with planning permission in
Annexures E to G using EHDC’s dedicated site numbering system and have annotated these on the maps.
We have then added the number of likely voters from the developments with planning permission to each
of our proposed single-member wards.
Three single-member wards
3. Analysis. Using our Connect database we have been able to split the existing ward into three evenly
balanced ones using major roads as boundaries: Medstead, Four Marks East and Four Marks South. These
are shown in Annexures D to G. As you will see, the proposed wards average 2,108 voters. However we
note that our figures are probably too low; EHDC project a total of 6,600 in 6 years’ time, which strengthens
the argument in favour of 3 single-member wards.
4. Precedent. The precedent for single-member wards was set in the Boundary Commission’s review in 2000
and reinforced by the arguments in our earlier submission.
5. Ward split. The following table shows the likely electorate in each ward following completion of housing
developments with planning permission by 2023:
Developments

Medstead
Electors

Connect 2017 (Maps)
Growth in existing
population (Say 5%)

Four Marks South

Homes

1,604

Electors

758

80

Homes

2,054

4
150

Electors
947

103

Site - FM 021 (Part)
Site - MED 001 (Part)

Four Marks East

1,700

834

85
2

75

Site - MED 004
Site - MED 006

14

7

Site - MED 013

20

10

Site - MED 017

214

107

Site - MED 019

102

51

Site - MED 021

24

12

Site - MED 028

10

5

2,218

1,025

TOTAL

Homes

2,161

949

160

80

1,945

914

[NB. As noted in Paragraph 3 above, EHDC project a total of 6,600 electors in 2023 increasing the above
total figures to 2,200 per ward. The main area where developments may take place, judging from the
number of approved SHLAA sites, is Medstead.]

.Other considerations
6. Red Hill Road, Chawton. It has been pointed out that the higher density housing in Red Hill Road residents
there more naturally identify with Four Marks rather than Medstead; the existing dividing line is the railway
line.
7. The Shrave, Four Marks. Similarly the people living along The Shrave (east (outside) of this ward, north of
the A31 and south of the railway line), and part of Chawton, more readily associate themselves with Four
Marks. We haven’t considered this option as we believe there will be sufficient electors within the existing
2-member ward to support 3 single-member wards, but you may wish to take these views into account
during your deliberations.
Conclusions
8. We believe that Four Marks & Medstead should be split into 3 single-member wards entitled Medstead,
Four Marks South and Four Marks East.
9. These wards contain numerous approved SHLAA sites that would ultimately provide additional houses in:
Medstead: 800+ and Four Marks South: 550+, in addition to those we have already identified that have
planning permission.
10. Each of these wards are likely to have between 1,945 and 2,218 voters per councillor by 2023, at the upper
end in line with the average proposed by EHDC.
11. There are residents to the north of the railway line in South Medstead and to the east of Four Marks in the
adjacent ward who more readily associate themselves as living in Four Marks.
Recommendation
12. The EHLibDems recommend 3 single-wards for Medstead & Four Marks.

20th August 2017
Annex:
D. Four Marks & Medstead – 3 Wards.
E. Medstead Ward (North).
F. South Medstead.
G. Four Marks.
(Separate maps have been provided to more clearly show the locations of all approved SHLAA sites including
those with planning permission.)
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